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FTL Technology and Central Tire Inflation: 
Maximising vehicle mobility and performance 

FTL Technology (a unit of IDEX Corporation) is dedicated to providing 
engineered solutions to maximise mobility and enhance efficiency for 
Road, Agricultural and Military vehicles.

Incorrect tire pressures have a significant negative impact on the 
operational ability of a vehicle. From increased tire wear and fuel 
consumption through to ground compaction and increased driver 
fatigue, there are many links between poorly optimised tire pressures 
and poor vehicle performance. 

A Central Tire Inflation System (CTIS) provides complete control over 
a vehicle’s tire pressures from the driver’s seat, keeping the vehicle 
optimised for its operating environment. With the added flexibility of 
Central Tire Inflation, a vehicle can adapt to environmental changes 
effectively and with virtually no downtime.  

Managing Tire Pressure: The Main Benefits

 A CTIS will improve…

• Tire life – tires could last up to 15% longer

• Operational efficiency – keep your downtime to an absolute minimum

• Fleet mobility – ensure peak performance across all terrain in all weathers

• Driver comfort – average cabin vibration levels up to 10% lower

• Fuel consumption – save between 1% and 4% on fuel costs

• Wheel slip – incorrect pressures can result in between 20% and 40% of engine power lost through tire slip

• Vehicle maintenance costs – average repair costs of just two cents per kilometre

• Impact sustained by road surface – better preservation of top 200mm of road surface

• Risk of vehicle breakdown or immobilisation – just two tire bursts in five million kilometres of CTIS-assisted travel

A CTIS will reduce… 

All facts and figures are referenced from the 
publications listed below:

1. Skogforsk study (2005), analysing five 
million kilometres of CTIS-assisted 
haulage travel over a three-year period.

 
2. Green Truck Partnership study (2013), 

analysing cement tankers with and 
without CTIS-assisted travel over a 12-
week period. 

3. Collings, A. ‘Tyres: make sure your 
pressures are right.’ Farmers Weekly. 23 
March 2008.



Over three decades, FTL Technology has forged a strong international reputation for 
delivering excellence as standard, for projects ranging from a single custom seal to 
a complex integrated vehicle system. 

FTL Technology’s engineered sealing solutions are only part of the story. The client 
experience is one of comprehensive, end-to-end service which includes design, 
development, manufacturing and support.

With an approach to business revolving around honest service and innovative 
problem solving, FTL has delighted clients across the world when it comes to the 
efficient implementation of CTI. 

FTL has experience of working with clients across the transportation industry, 
including military and agricultural as well as on/off-road vehicles. FTL’s engineering 
team possess an in-depth working appreciation of the specific operational needs of 
each sector, and what it takes to meet and exceed them. 

*FTL Technology Engineering site and offices.

Why FTL Technology? 

Engineered CTI Solutions

FTL Technology does not subscribe to a one-size-fits-all approach to Central Tire 
Inflation. 

The entire FTL team, from sales and logistics through to the engineers themselves, 
will take the time to get to know what stands between every individual client and 
operational excellence. Then, using a time-served combination of responsive service 
and technical expertise, FTL will set about developing a unique CTI solution to solve 
every problem. 

When a client uses FTL Technology for a CTI installation, they are guaranteed to 
receive a tailored solution which gives the client’s fleet the best chance of handling 
the environmental and operational problems faced. 

Whether the greatest need is for increased traction on soft off-road surfaces, improved 
fuel economy or minimal vehicle impact on the ground, a customised CTI solution 
from FTL Technology delivers optimal enhancements exactly where they are needed.
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Central Tire Inflation System Components 

Central Tire Inflation Systems, incorporating FTL components, produce market-leading levels of control and reliability, even when operating 
a fleet  of vehicles in the most arduous of environments. This is because the components used are engineered to the highest standards. CTI 
Systems are available in two main configurations, internal and external.

External system

Vehicle Air Hose: 
Delivering pressurised air supply from 
the air tank along the chassis. 

Rotary Wheel Valve: 
Allows air passage from stationary vehicle air hoses through to 
the rotating wheel. The rotary wheel valve enables on-demand 
inflation and deflation of tires, and isolating the tire from the 
system when not in use (extending the life of the seal).

Wheel Connection Hoses: 
Delivering pressurised air supply between 
the chassis and the wheels.

• Agricultural
• Road-using vehicles (including heavy construction, oil and gas, on/off-road) 

Typical vehicle applications of External CTI system: 

Key advantages of an External CTI system:

• Ease of retrofitting
• Ease of removal (from rental vehicles, for example)
• Does not require the axles to have an internal air passage



Central Tire Inflation System Components 

 

Internal system
OCP (Operator Control Panel): An easy-to-use interface, allowing the 
driver to select the optimal tire pressure setting for the conditions faced. 

Air Tank: Provides the system with the capacity to 
increase and reduce pressures as required. 

UEPCU (Universal Electronic and Pneumatic Control 
Unit): The nerve centre of the system, processing driver 
commands and monitoring signals throughout the system. 

Seals & Sleeves:  Enable the passage of compressed air from the stationary wheel axle 
to the rotating hub.  Seals ensure that bearing lubrication and air passage are isolated 
and sleeves provide the optimum running surface for reliable seal performance.

Wheel Valve: A one piece assembly that allows air 
passage from the UEPCU either directly into the wheel 
or connected to the tire valve.  The wheel valve controls 
inflation and pressure checks of the tire.  Rapid 
deflation is achieved by opening the wheel valve. 

Drilled axles: Radial air passages are drilled 
through the axle shafts in order to carry 
pressurised air from the air tank to the tires. 
Drilled axles also remove the risk associated 
with external air hoses being damaged in the 
harsh operational conditions of the vehicle.

• Full integration, with few external parts
• Greater resistance to damage
• Ease of wheel change

Typical vehicle applications of Internal CTI system:

Key advantages of an Internal CTI system:

• Military
• High-end 4x4 vehicles

These two systems share many components, namely a UEPCU (Universal Electrical and Pneumatic Control Unit) OCP, (Operator Control 
Panel), air tanks and wheel connection hoses. There are also significant differences between the systems, as illustrated below.
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FTL Technology has a wealth of experience in designing and supplying critical components for Central Tire Inflation Systems, as part of a 
wider range focused on vehicle drivelines and suspension designs.

CTI Seals

CTI Seals are precision rotary seal systems which are used exclusively in axles and wheel drive 
systems on ‘off highway’ equipment. They are used in pairs to transfer compressed air from a 
fixed stub shaft to a rotating hub for the purposes of tire inflation and deflation. CTI seals perform 
a critical function to ensure the reliability and functionality of modern internal CTI systems. 

FTL Technology’s CTI seals push the performance barriers of efficiency and reliability to new limits, 
with all seals rigorously tested in-house to confirm their performance and long term endurance.  

Koronite® Wear Sleeves 

In the case of modern CTI hubs or axles, the CTI seals are crucial elements and often run 
on separate wear sleeves. These wear sleeves provide a running surface for air and oil seal 
lips, and also provide corrosion resistance, ensuring reliable performance of the overall CTI 
system. FTL Technology incorporates a unique Koronite® surface treatment for its wear 
sleeves, modelling each sleeve for the specific hub or axle in question.

Sleeves manufactured by FTL Technology, with Koronite® surface treatment incorporated, 
are the perfect choice when it comes to operating a reliable CTI system. 

Additional Components

Alongside engineering of complete Central Tire Inflation systems, FTL Technology can provide a wide range of additional CTI components. 
Using our network of preferred vendors, FTL Technology can ensure your CTI system delivers peak performance when it matters most.

FTL Components

Rotary Wheel Valve 
Allows air to pass between the 
stationary vehicle air hose and 
the rotating wheel on external CTI 
systems. The rotary wheel valve 
controls inflation, pressure checks 
and deflation of the vehicle tire.

Wheel Valve 
Connects the air supply from the 
UEPCU to the tire and controls 
inflation and pressure checks.  
The tire pressure exhausts at the 
wheel valve therefore increasing 
deflation times and allowing for a 
single pipe to each wheel from the 
UEPCU. 

OCP 
The Operator Control Panel (OCP) 
is the driver interface.  Mounted in 
the dashboard of the vehicle cabin  
the driver is able to select different 
terrain and load settings as well 
as control tire pressures, receive 
visual indications regarding the 
current system setting and system 
performance.

UEPCU
The Universal Electronic and 
Pneumatic Control Unit (UEPCU) 
is a microprocessor-based control 
centre which coordinates the driver 
commands and system signals to 
ensure that the correct pneumatic 
levels are being maintained for the 
under-wheel conditions.



FTL Technology - Experts in CTI Components

FTL Technology is an engineering company founded on the principles of exceptional quality coupled with honest, professional service. Staffed 
by engineers with a wealth of experience, our clients have come to expect innovative and dependable engineering solutions for a wide range 
of industrial applications. 

FTL Technology has brought these values to Central Tire Inflation applications by exceeding the expectations of any client looking to improve 
their fleet’s operational efficiency through the careful management of tire pressures.  
Combining industry-leading products with expert support, FTL Technology is the name to trust when optimising vehicles using CTIS. 

Main Applications for Central Tire Inflation 

FTL Technology has an outstanding track record of improving the operational performance of vehicles through custom Central Tire Inflation 
Systems. Working alongside vehicle and axle OEMs, as well as retrofit providers, FTL have supplied and installed CTI components for clients 
across the following market sectors:- 

Agricultural Vehicles   Road Vehicles   Military  

FTL’s Central Tire Inflation components 
have a proven pedigree on wheeled 
military vehicles including; Infantry 
Fighting Vehicles, Armoured  Personnel 
Carriers, Utility Vehicles, Logistics 
Vehicles and Support Vehicles.  

On/off-road vehicles can adjust their 
tire pressures according to the terrain 
surface and the load being carried. CTI is 
particularly suitable for HGVs, Oil and Gas 
trucks, forestry, construction and logistics 
vehicles. 

In agricultural environments, tire 
pressures can be adjusted to suit field 
operations to increase floatation and help 
to reduce soil compaction for; farming 
tractors, combined harvesters, trailers, 
sprayers and forage harvesters.  

Increased vehicle mobility and 
safety

Increased driver comfort & safety

Reduced tire wear & fuel 
consumption

Increased production

Reduced soil compaction
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